A VISUAL GUIDE
TO PREPOSITIONS

over/above
along/alongside

across

past

against
beside/next to

on/upon
under/beneath
underneath/below

around
behind
in front of

in/inside/within
outside
into
out/out of
onto

up
down
near
far
beyond
PREPOSITIONS OF TIME: **AT, ON, IN**

**Smallest Amount of Time**

**AT**

**HOURS** My Writing Studio appointment is *at* 2:00 PM.

**ON**

**DAYS** I visit the Writing Studio *on* Monday.

I graduate *on* April 30th.

**IN**

**WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, DECADES, CENTURIES**

Kennedy was assassinated *in* 1963.

T-Rex lived *in* the Cretaceous Period.

**Largest Amount of Time**

EXCEPTIONS: *in five minutes, in the morning, in the afternoon, at night*